Luxury Cinema
by
Leader Cinema Systems

”The most exceptional
fusion of passion and «savoir faire», a rich
vision in sensuality and glamour. Luxury is
watching a movie like a star”.
Creezy Courtoy, Chairman
The Perfume Foundation, Brussels

Haute Couture.........
...........represents the undeniable quintessence in fashion. Just as a Boeing BBJ or Oceano Mega Yacht indulges ones
life style, Leader Cinema Systems together with our European couturier designers elevates the private cinema into the
world of unimaginable luxury and exclusivity. Our history spanning over six decades, Leader has provided bespoke
designed systems to the motion picture and television industry. Not exclusive to the domain of Hollywood movie
stars, directors and producers, you may share in this exclusive grand indulgence. In the safe tranquility of your
residence of distinguished merit, palace or yacht, a Digital Cinema studio grade screening room represents the
prestige and ownership experience beyond compare. This represents the pinnacle of innovation in today’s
technological state-of-the-art while enabling emerging and adaptive processes to readily be incorporated into each and
every Leader system.
The Emmy Award winning expertise of Michael K. Leader, President & CEO, represents the hallmark upon which
each and every system is based. Our meticulous and resolute respect for the art form of music together with motion
picture production establishes the definitive experience you will share exclusively with your family and guests.
Resplendent interiors created by our co-branding partners include: Elie Saab, Thierry Mugler, Christian Lacroix,
Tom Ford, Vivienne Westwood, Maison Martin Margiela, Jean Paul Gaultier, Kenzo Takada, Alexander McQueen,
Chantal Thomass....... Together with bespoke designs and innovations created by Leader Cinema, this fusion of
glamorously romantic private cinemas elevates the movie experience into movie stardom within the grace and
elegance of your home.
Digital Cinema is the world’s technological gold standard representing advanced technologies pertaining to the
production, distribution and presentation of the movie onto the movie screen. DCI (Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC)
is the consortium of the Hollywood Studios responsible for establishing the specification, intensive background
engineering and security issues for today’s super high resolution cinematic entertainment. Digital Cinema operates at
a technical level far over and above any High Definition Television System, BluRay HD, DVD or any HD down
loaded movie. Leader Hollywood Format(TM) Certified Private Screening Rooms enable the possibility for industry
related owners to have access to Hollywood content on a direct “day-date” basis, that’s exclusivity!
Just as any form of haute contains its own secrets in the design elements, so too are these Hollywood insider secrets
incorporated into each and every exclusive bespoke cinema creation.
Quintessentially elegant, welcome to the uncompromising world of Leader Haute Cinema(TM).
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leader cinema for a grand Tuscan estate
Ron Firestone Architecture, based in Los Angeles, is America’s pre-eminent architect whose specialty epitomizes grand
romantic excellence in the design and creation of the world’s most livable mansions. Currently in the design phase, the 2016
completion of this splendid Tuscany estate will feature a co-branded Signature Series Leader LHF(TM) screening room.

***
****

The 22,000 Sq Ft (2044 Sq Meters) residence will feature three Leader Hollywood Format(TM) projects; the Main Digital
Cinema Theater 1200 Sq Ft (111 Sq Meters) features a 26 Ft (7.9 Meters) wide CinemaScope screen, the 900 Sq Ft (84 Sq
Meters) Family Room and Outdoor Theater (also DCI Compliant Digital Cinema) each establishes the zenith of technological
innovation in concert with lavish interior design.

Preliminary Main Theater Concept by Leader.
Interiors designed and created in Italy for the
“Wine Cellar” Theater.
Leader Cinema is currently negotiating with
our Couturier Designers to establish the
interior design for the Main Theater.

www.firestoneaia.com
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There’s an Emmy Behind Every Leader Design
“An Emmy is far more than a trophy.
It is the hallmark behind our affirmation in
the creation of exceptional high value solutions
to enrich the rewarding entertainment experience.
Together with our co-branding partners,
Leader assures each and every client of our
unwavering dedication in the creation of
inspired entertainment experiences.”
Michael K. Leader

leader digital cinema systems, inc
www.leadercinema.com
info@leadercinema.com
+1.213.359.8129
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